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I.INTRODUCTION
As is well-known fundamental structure of the static induction transistor (SIT) is the short channel field effect transis-

tor. Especially, the same

series resistance

r, between the intrinsic gate point and the source electrode

the effect of negative feed-back enough to fulfil the relation; rs.Gm
a result of the reduction

(

1, where

G6

is reduced to decrease

is the intrinsic transfer conductance. As

of tle source series resistancel rs, the voltage-current character becomes to be non-saturating, mainly,

Ohmic or exponential. The exponential chatacter can be said as prepunch-tlrrough condition, in junction type or in insulated
gated structure, which is followed by the punch-through condition; the current voltage characteristic follows space charge
conduction law I I ] as has been published in many papers

[2].

This means that the SIT has always faster speed for operation, because of the smaller time-constant rr. C6g, where C6g
is the gate-source capacitance.

The length between the intrinsic gate point and the drain is limitted by the transit time in high frequency devices,
same as the bipolar transistor (BJT) and the field effect transistor (FET). Collector

as

or drain capacitance can be reduced

contradicting to the determination by the influence of the transit time effect. Then the optimum thickness for the depletion
layer is calculated to be the transit time equals to about 2 radians of the operating frequency

If

we drive the gate

[3].
of SIT into forward voltage, the carriers overwhelming the barrier at the intrinsic

drain is increased similar to the BJT. SIT operating in this operation mode

was named as bipolar mode SIT

gate toward the

(BSIT), which

has

advantages not to have base resistance because the voltage at the intrinsic gate point is controlled through the capacitance and

not to have storage effect because the potential distribution at the intrinsic gate point is like saddle which has no stable point
for the storage of the injected carriers. Then BSIT has no storage capacitance but only depletion layer capacitance between
the gate and the source and, moreever, there is no determination effect with the increase of the area, which makes possible to
realize the high output power devices, even at higher frequencies.

Moreover, the noise generation in SIT is quite small which largely helps the lower power operation.

II. HIGH POWER.. HIGH FREOUENCY DEVICES
As has already been understood, SIT is much surperior to either BJT or FET
as

high power devices. Because of the lack of the base resistance,

in SIT

can be given

by (G*/C)

same as vacuum tube, where

C=

as

high frequency devices and, moreover,

as the high frequency device, the gain-boundwidth

CGS + (k + I)CGD,

ki

product

G*/(Cc,lc), C6pis the capacitance

between gate and drain, Gtn is the transfer conductance and k is the absolute value of the voltage gain. The estimated value of
Gm/CCS for U-MOS GaAs SIT is 1000 GHz

As was mentaioned, this value is independent to the device area. This property is peculier to SIT; with the increase of
the area, SIT does never deteriorate the high frequency character, however, increases the output power.

As the result, SIT is expected to very high power at very high frequency

as shown

in Fig.

1. Final limitation is expected

to be the area of the semiconductor wafer.

III. SWITCHING DEVICES
In BSIT, very steep drain current increase with voltage

has been observed. With the increase of gate or drain voltage less

than 2 mV, drain curent is increased rnore than 106 times t4l , This details will be given in another paper.

This phenomenon gives very good switching properties, switching time is less than

0.

I

psec for 20

A [5] . Same opera-

tion can be applied even for thyristor.
Even in the case of single mesh structure

[6], switch off time in SIT thyristor

ture [6] is expected to show much faster speed, perhaps
And

as

less

is 2 psec at 100

is the same with in the case of SIT, properties of SIT thyristor is also expected to be independent on the

Normally-off, Normally-on and dc switching thyristor with pulse can be realized [8].
IV. LOW POWER DIGITAL APPLICATIONS
Now the Pr product in real IIL equivalent junction type SIT integrated circuit shown
operation
operation

A [7]. Two mesh struc-

than I psec in the same current level.

[9], which is the limitation
till about l0

psec

from the storage effect under the gate and
structure I l0] .

caused

in insulated gate

一

l一

less

than

I

fJ

till about

2

-

area.

3 nsec

has already expected much faster

Even in the simulation experiment using junction type SIT, current mode logic already shows the switching operation at

about

I

nsec

[11] and is expected the operation in the range of

100 psec in realjunction type BSIT and less

in

U-MOS

SIT.

Memory devices named as SIT memory has alrealy shown subnano second access time operation with the sustain
l0 second which is expected to have a packing density of lO7 lcrn2 [ I 2] , whic]r is also expected to be applied for

time of

nondestructive read-out application combined with field effect devices as shown in Fig. 4 [ l3] , and for image converter.

V. LINEAR A.D AND D.A INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

'

As is well known, SIT can be designed to have very linear character and is expected also to be very nice to realize linear,
A-D and DA integrated circuit.

vt. coNclustoN
SIT is expected to be the most promising devices in very wide field high speed, high power, high packing density and
low power operation integrated circuit.
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Fig. 3 Drain current vs. gate voltage in BSIT in low drain
voltages, which includes very steep increase and drastic
decrease of drain current.

Fig. 2 Drain current vs. drain voltage in BSIT exhibiting
very steep increase of drain current for the drain volt. o Slt(FeH)

age.

Fig. 1 0utput power vs.frequency for BJT,FET,SIT
and SIT thy五 stor induding speculated values.
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Powerdelay diagram of static induction transistor logic circuits including MOSSIT, where representative results of other logic circuits are also illustrated.
'
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